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Abstract

National forest in Nepal is being increasingly handed over as community forest to fulfill the

basic needs of forest products along with income and employment to the rural people. With

changing context, community forest has broadened itself as important activity for rural

livelihood empowerment. The need of identifying rural livelihoods empowerment impact of

community forestry with emphasizing the employment opportunity, researcher has chosen

this study topic contribution of community forestry in livelihood enhancement of users group

by increased employment opportunity in selected community forest in Dang district.

Focus group discussion, face-to face household survey and study of relevant secondary

literature were the basic tools to gather the information. Both qualitative as well as

quantitative data were used to draw the conclusion. Quantitative data were analyzed with the

help of computer, Excel 2007.

Majority (83 %) of respondents had agricultural occupation. Land holdings has positive

correlation with well-being status in agrarian society, thus it was tried to find out the

landholdings of the respondent. The majority of the respondents were from medium level

landholdings (0.33 to 1.6 ha) size. Livestock rearing practices was changing towards stall-

feeding system from conventional open grazing system after the handover the forest patches

as community forestry. It has created positive impact on regeneration in community forest.

Alternative energy was found at initial stage in the study area. Only 19 % respondents have

installed Bio-gas plant for cooking purpose. This figure indicates that, there is great

potentiality of bio-gas installation. Some forest management activities were practiced in

CFUG but they were still passively managed with strict protection. The resources were

underutilized. Neither, the forest operational plan was positive towards active forest

management nor the users were aware about the importance of active forest management for

sustainable benefit. Recently, some NTFP promotion activity was introduced in selected CF

which has contributed to the earning of users.

This study has highlighted the potentiality of future employment generation through intensive

management of productive forest and NTFP promotion in CF through short term lease to the

poor users .The case of selected CF, Mayalu CFUG has shown the possibility of earning

Nepalese currency Twenty thousand per annum from just 2 kattha (0.06 ha) of land.
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This study reveals that community forestry has remarkable contribution in livelihood assets

generation but the assets were not equitably accessible to the poor people. The disparity of

poor in human, financial, and social assets were identified.

Total of 3 person full employment for whole year  employment have been created through

community forestry in selected CF. This study   has explored the future potentiality of 100

workday/ha seasonal employment from the intensive forest management and 480 workday/ha

from NTFP cultivation. It has recommended for technical support to the users for active

forest management as well as NTFP cultivation & processing. Present research has also

recommended the need of strong marketing linkage of NTFP products to increase the benefit

to the rural community.

The recommendations for user group level are equitable benefit sharing system should be

adopted during the distribution of forest products and group fund, and It is very important to

include poor, women and other disadvantaged members in the decision making position of

CFUG. Similarly at the district level; technical support for active forest management needs

to be provided through DFO and/or other partner organizations. NTFP cultivation should be

promoted with sufficient technical knowledge and well-established marketing mechanism

should be improved in district level. Identification and promotion of viable forest based

enterprises needs to be established in a way that provide sustainable benefits to the poor

users.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

1. 1 Background of the Study

Nepal is rich in terms of forest resources and biodiversity. A broad range of

ecosystems flourish in a relatively small area of Nepal. The forest resources have

made a significant contribution to economic and social development of the country.

Besides, forests are indispensable as a life support system for people in the Inner

Terai, hills, and mountains, where agriculture, livestock and vegetation influence the

ecology of the area and the lives of the local population in Nepal.

In rural Nepal, forests are an integral part of the farming system as there is a heavy

dependence on forests for the essential elements of fodder, firewood and timber

(Gilmour, 1992). Eighty percent of firewood for domestic consumption is obtained

from forests and fodder from forestland provides more than 40 percent of livestock

nutrition (FAO, 1978). Most hill farmers rely heavily on maintaining a flow of

nutrients and energy from the forest to their farms. Nutrients contained in grass and

leaves flow from the forest to the agricultural terraces to maintain agricultural

productivity (Gilmour, 1992). istorically, forestland has been the prime source for the

expansion of agriculture (Yadav, 2004). It has also a crucial protection function with

respect to soil and water conservation. Hence, the forest considered a wealth of the

nation. Forest is important to sustain the economy. Thus, better forest management

practices, together with an increased consciousness of the environment, are of

paramount importance to Nepal’s development.

Access to forest products is a vital component of livelihoods system for Nepal's rural

population ( Graner, 1999). Farming households of rural Nepal use forest as a source

of firewood, fodder, animal bedding materials and to support their subsistence

requirements (Pandey, 1999). In case of rural; the dependency of people on the forest

may vary. For rural communities, the forest is the main source of energy for

maintaining their livelihoods. There has been a dependency of rural people on the

forest from ancient times for fuel wood, timber, grass, thatch grass, agricultural tools

and other domesticated needs and also for NTFPs including medicinal herbs. There is

a lack of alternative resources in terms of energy, fuel, fertilizer, fodder and

construction materials for rural people. The forest can supply the villages’ short-term
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and long-term needs including materials and cash income. Moreover, forests are not

only essential for people but also for both wild and domestic animals. Livestock is

part of rural livelihoods and is partially dependent on the forest for fodder and

grazing. Another most essential resource for rural people is water and the main source

of water is the forest. In rural areas, people depend on natural springs for drinking

water and small irrigation systems as well. Populations are required to manage and

maintain forest resources so that they are sustainable and remain secure for future

generations.

The Community Forestry Program is being implemented throughout Nepal. It has

been focused mainly in the central hills up to the present time. In 1988, the Master

Plan for Forestry introduced community forestry (CF) as a higher priority initiative.

A strategy was developed for handing over all accessible hill forests to local

communities based on their ability and willingness to manage the forest. It is

estimated that as much as 3.5 million hectares of forest or 61% of total national forest

area can be handed over to the local forest user groups (FUGs) for their development

and management.

The basic assumption of the ‘Community Forest User Group’ (CFUG) is that users

are united and capable for managing community forests for their mutual benefit. The

nature of each community differs at each different location. The capability of each

FUG is dependent upon the ability of its individual members. The users are bounded

by sets of rules and regarded as an organized corporate body. The strong relationship

between the level of involvement of a FUG in active community forest management

and its social and institutional development has been particularly striking. Fieldwork

undertaken by Branny (1995) has attempted to define the relationships among the

social factors, the institutional factors and forest development.  Each FUG requires

institutional ‘capacity’ to trap the potential of forest resources through CF

management.

This study is try to examine the '' contribution of community forestry in livelihood

enhancement of users groups "at Dang District. It mainly focused on assessing the

different resources owned by community forest user groups.  The study has analyzed

the status of various livelihoods opportunity and their access to different level of

users.
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1.2 Statement of the Problem

The success of CF has been spectacular, with around 13,000 CFUGs registered and

community forests covering more than 1 million ha of forestland. However, as

implementation has proceeded, a range of second-generation issues has emerged.

Issues such as income generation, equity, active forest management (particularly the

development of “appropriate” silvicultural systems), and commercialization of

products from community forests and expansion of community forest modalities

beyond the Middle Hills have assumed importance (Gilmour, 2003). Thus, CF has

been facing challenges to its sustainability, livelihood and governance aspects, widely

referred to as second-generation issues.

Despite achievements and contribution that community forestry has made in Nepal,

there are many unresolved issues and challenges in all areas of capital as well as

governance. In worst cases, the implementation of CF policy has inflicted added costs

to the poor, such as reduced access to forest products and forced allocation of

household resources for communal forest management with insecurity over the

benefits. Untransparent decision-making and fund management reflect weak FUG

level governance in many cases (Pokharel, 2003).

Management of CF is geared towards the production of intermediate products that are

inputs in the farming system and towards subsistence rather than income generation.

Obviously households with livestock and farmland, yet fewer livelihood options and

higher dependency on commons, would benefit from CF more than the landless poor

who have little/no use of farming system inputs from commons (Richards, et al,

1999). The existing patterns of CF management tend to be skewed towards fulfilling

the livelihood needs of land-poor and serving the interests of well-off peasant farmers.

Access to livelihood support for landless poor from CF remains limited/restricted

even when they are included in the group, and this inclusion costs them more than the

benefit they could potentially get. CF has not been able to make significant positive

impact on livelihoods of rural community in general and of poor in particular (Tiwari,

2002). This study has tried to assess the contribution of community forestry on

livelihoods of rural community.

The success of the CF policy lies in building and/or strengthening a robust social

institution of a group of people with collective concern over the forest they have
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traditionally depended on. One must, therefore, examine how CFUGs have been

evolving as an institution in the course of CF development process. CFUG has got

legal recognition as a self-governed, autonomous and corporate institution to be

operated under a collectively agreed constitution. The traditional users of a forest are

expected to organize as a user group, recognizing individuals' collective use rights

over a particular forest and drafting a constitution by themselves to function as an

institution. But the majority of the CFUG members have often been found broadly

little aware of the contents of their own constitution as well as the Community forest

operational plan (OP). Experience and studies reveal that the majority of users have

little knowledge about their own rights and responsibilities towards effective

functioning of their CFUGs (NP Yadav, 2004).

Basically the level of poverty in rural area is more serious than urban one. Thus, to

achieve the target of the development plan, main challenges are employment

generation and poverty reduction in rural areas. Unless poverty is addressed, it is not

possible to fulfill the obligation of forest management goal. To overcome these

problems, a wide range of initiatives has been initiated in the forestry sector during

the past few years. However, due to the limited study, to answer the question of “how

much effects are created on the livelihood of the rural people from community

forestry initiatives?” is still questionable.

Some case studies on the impact of community forestry on the different aspect of

livelihood assets have been carried out. Kanel & Niraula, 2003 focused on the

financial aspect of livelihood (Kanel & Niraula, 2003). Dev et.al., in his study in

eastern mid-hills, found the positive impact in terms of improved level and security of

forest product and benefit flow, household income generating opportunities, support

for community infrastructure and development activities but  the impact was below

their potential (Dev et.al, 2003). Yadav, 2004, pointed out that community forest

provides regular and seasonal employment to users as forest watchers, nursery

foremen, and office secretaries and seasonal labor for harvesting. Unfortunately,

former study are lacking in the Terai region to find out the contribution of community

forestry in livelihood enhancement of users with respect to employment generation.

This study has attempted to see the contribution of community forestry in livelihood

enhancement of users group in terai region.
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1.3 Research Questions

The main research question of this study

a) What are the resources generated by community forest user groups?

b) What is the present condition of rural livelihood (relating five assets) in the study

area?

c) Are the assets equitably accessible to rural poor?

d) What is the contribution of community forestry for livelihood of Mayalu CFUG

HHs?

e) What is the situation of employment generation through community forestry

initiatives?

1.4 Objectives of the Study

The general objective of the study is to assess the contribution of community forestry

in livelihoods enhancement of users groups. The specific objectives are as follows;

 To assess the different resources owned by community forest User group.

 To analyze the status of various rural livelihood opportunities and their access

to different level of users.

1.5 Significance of the Study

Although the study area is very small in comparison to the total area covered by the

community forestry programme in Nepal, it is hoped that the outcome of this study

can give the indication of the trends occurring in the implementation of community

forestry programme in relation to the participation, awareness and the utilization of

forest resources there by its relation to livelihoods improvement of rural community

in the district. The students and researchers who are willing to get knowledge and idea

about the contribution of CF in livelihoods empowerment of rural community and

ultimately to rural development in Nepal will be directly benefited by the findings of

the study. Besides, the research will provide valuable insights for the agencies

supporting the whole community forestry process in Nepal. The study will generate

relevant information and establish processes that will be useful to all stakeholders, for

the development of support strategies for further promotion of community forestry in

the wider sense. In earlier stages of community forestry, most of the FUGs were
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conservative in their management and utilization of forest products. They focused on

the protection of community forest with limited use. Present community forestry has

crossed the protection phase and is moving towards the productive stage because the

needs of users are increasing and this cannot be fulfilled by the protection mechanism.

The forest requires appropriate productive mechanisms, i.e. based on silviculture

operations, which can help to fulfill the needs of local people. The productive role of

forest in particular is to provide materials and be of economic value directly to the

local community as well as having other indirect benefits to people. The findings

seem to be useful to planners and implementers in making modifications in existing

strategies that, in turn, could improve programme implementation in the district and

subsequently contribute to community forestry development in Nepal.

1.6 Organization of the Study

The report is divided in six chapters. First chapter deals about the Introduction of the

study and second chapter deals about literature review regarding the study. Research

Method is included in third chapter. Similarly, the fourth chapter deals about physical

setting of study area and fifth chapter have analysis of the findings and discussion

with relevant with the objectives and the sixth chapter have summary and conclusion

of the study.
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CHAPTER II

Literature Review

This chapter discusses previous studies and other significant information related to

this research. Encompassed subject areas include historical background of forest

management in Nepal, concept of community forestry, community forestry in Nepal,

policy and regulatory environment of community forestry, community forestry

development process, people’s participation in forest resource management, potential

benefit of income generation through community forestry, rural livelihoods

empowerment through community forestry, achievements and challenges of

community forestry in Nepal.

2.1. Historical Background of Forest Management in Nepal

History indicates that interest of the government in forest management emerged only

after the overthrow of the Rana regime in 1950. The first forestry policy was written

in 1953/54. Though the policy recognized the importance of forests for meeting

subsistence needs, it was never implemented. To prevent the destruction of forest

wealth and to ensure the adequate protection, maintenance and utilization of privately

owned forests, The Private Forest National Act was passed in 1957 and all forestlands

were brought under the control of the Forest Department. However, due to lack of

human, financial and other resources needed to put all accessible forests under proper

management, government could not achieve the above objective and hence,

widespread indiscriminate cutting of forests. The government passed The Forest Act,

1961 to protect, manage and utilize the forest efficiently. For strengthening the role of

the Forest Department, The Forest Conservation Act, 1967 was introduced. However,

these Acts also could not help to control the deterioration of forest. ( Yadab 2009 )

In 1975, a conference was convened in Kathmandu to consider various issues relating

to the management of forests in Nepal. The conference was followed by the formation

of a working group charged with the task of formulating a plan to guide the future

development of forestry in Nepal. This culminated in the publishing of the National

Forestry Plan in 1976, which provided a policy base for initiating forestry

development work in the hills area that had been largely ignored (Gilmour and Fisher,

1991).
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This was followed by the adoption of Panchayat Forest Rules and Panchayat

Protected Forest Rules (1978) that would govern the handing over of government

forestland to the local Panchayat, expecting people's participation in the forest

management through local political body. These landmark regulations gave formal

recognition of the rights of villagers to manage their own forest resources with

technical assistance being provided by the Forest Department. The right of villagers

was further strengthened by the provision of Decentralization Act, 1982. The model

was no longer sustained due to division of forest resources and people as well by

political boundary and administration by elected political bodies. ( Yadab 2009 )

Therefore, considering the urgent need to redress the deteriorating forest situation, the

government of Nepal, with assistance of ADB and FINNIDA, prepared and

implemented a long-term Master Plan for the Forestry Sector (MPFS) in 1989.

Twelve programmes have been formulated to meet its long-term and medium-term

objectives of all aspects of forestry and forestry-related areas. Out of them, the

government has led strong emphasis to Community and Private Forestry Programme.

This is the largest programme and recognized as the first priority program by the

MPFS. About 47 percent of the whole forestry sector budget is allocated for the

community and private forestry programme alone. Community forestry (CF) aims at

the development and management of forest resources through the active participation

of individual people and communities to meet their basic needs (MFSC, 1989).

The previous acts, rules and regulations were reviewed; drawbacks were identified

with the reference of MPFS that recognize the concept of Forest User Groups (FUGs).

Consequently, the Forest Act, 1993 and the Forest Regulations, 1995 emerged to

implement the CF programme efficiently. The concept of FUGs is simple in that one

who protects and manages the forest shall also utilize its products. The central policy

thereof is to develop and manage forest resources through active participation of

communities to meet their basic needs of forest products. To achieve this, the strategy

put forward is to handover all accessible forests to communities to the extent that they

are able and willing to manage them. The management of the forests is to be regulated

by people's own decision and through CF operational plan. ( Yadab 2009 )

2.2. The Concept of Community Forestry

During the succession of bottom-up development approaches, the pro-

industrialization forest development model was challenged in the 1970s. Westoby, a
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former economist of FAO, became a strong advocate of a CF programme in the 1970s

and played a significant role against forest-based industrialization and emphasized the

mobilization of resources for socio-economic development (Gilmour and Fisher,

1991). The concept of CF emerged in response to the failure of the forest industries

model to lead to socio-economic development, and partly to the increasing rate of

deforestation and forestland degradation in the Third World (Gentle, 2000).

The term social forestry first came to prominence in the 1976 report of the National

Commission of Agriculture in India that was used for a program of activities to

encourage those who depended on fuel wood and other forest products to produce

their own supplies – in order to “ lighten the burden on production forestry” (FAO,

1989).

Conceptually, community/social forestry was initially defined as any forest

management activity or situation which intimately involves local people in a forestry

activity and tree growing activities, for which rural people assume (part of the)

management responsibility and from which they derive direct benefit through their

own efforts (FAO, 1978).

Gilmour and Fisher (1991) define CF as "the control and management of forest

resources by rural people who use them especially for domestic purposes and as an

integral part of their farming system". This definition emphasized local control over

resources.

The original concept of community forestry was based upon three main elements-

fulfillment of the basic needs of fuel wood, fodder and timber at the rural household,

supplying food and the environmental stability for cropland and the generation of

income and employment in rural communities. The eighth World Forestry Congress

(Jakarta, 1978) further endorsed the concept of CF, which was devoted to the theme

“Forestry for People" (Gilmour and Fisher, 1991; Gentle, 2000).

Community forestry, according to Arnold (1983), can be defined as “the active

involvement and participation of the local people in the planning and execution of tree

growing and management to meet their own needs and the government support of the

people’s need to be able to grow and manage trees.”(Bhatta 2002)

According to Blender, et al. (1998), managing forests with the express intent of

benefiting neighboring communities, is community forestry. The common
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denominators in all community forestry programs are their focus on the role of forest-

dependent communities in managing resources and in sharing the benefits that flow

from those resources.

The Forest Act of Nepal, 1993, defines community forest as “that part of the national

forest which the District Forest Officer hands over to the user groups for

development, protection, utilization and management in accordance with the

operational plan, with authorization to freely fix the prices of the forest products, and

to sell and distribute the forest products for the collective benefit and welfare”

(HMG/N, 1993).

A key goal of community forestry is the long-term conservation of forest resources.

Nevertheless, conservation goals must be integrated with efforts to generate a steady

flow of products that meet the needs of local people. The fundamental idea behind

social / community forestry is to support directly the sustainable use of forests that

provide welfare to the community.

Central to the concept of community forestry is the basic idea of “community.” A

community is often defined as the human population that lives within a limited

geographical area, shares common interests and carries a common interdependent life.

Different approaches have been adopted for involving local people in forest

management in Nepal. For example, CF Programme is intensively practiced in middle

hills, Leasehold Forestry Programme has been implemented with dual objectives- to

alleviate poverty of people below the poverty line and generate the investment

opportunity in the forestry sector, Collaborative forest Management is being

implemented in some Terai and inner Terai districts for productive forest management

and Buffer Zone Management system is being practiced in the buffer zone of the

protected areas (National Parks / Reserves/ Conservation Areas) to make the local

people self-sufficient in forest products.

Hence, CF is a participatory forest management system in which local people are

involved in the protection, development and utilization of the forest. Nepal has been

implementing CF programme through the active participation of local people, called

Community Forest User Group (CFUG). The CFUG is an autonomous and corporate

body having perpetual succession (HMG/N, 1993). After the registration of its

constitution in the concerning District Forest Office, the CFUG is entitled to take over

the responsibilities to conserve, develop, use and manage any part of national forest as
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community forest. The operational plan (OP) is written by the CFUG in consultation

with the field forestry staff. Management of the CF is outlined in the OP. The OP of

the particular forest is approved by the concerning District Forest Officer. After the

approval of OP, the concerning CFUG receives legal rights over the forest resource.

The Forest Act, 1993 allows CFUG to control access to the particular forest and

monitor resource extraction. Similarly, CFUG has a right of production and sale of

forest product as prescribed in OP, generate funds from various sources, fix the price

of forest products, spend the CFUG fund in forest development activities and for

community development activities such as roads, education, health, irrigation and

drinking water.

Under current arrangements of CF in Nepal, the government owns the land, but

CFUGs are entitled to receive the benefits flowing from forests, which provide

incentives for managing the forests (Kanel and Niraula, 2003).

2.3 Community Forestry in Nepal

Community forestry program began in Nepal as a problem solving strategy in the late

1970s. The problems to be addressed were of two major types. First, deforestation and

deteriorating condition of the forests in the county were believed to be critical and

community forestry program was identified as a strategy to combat such problems.

Community plantation and handover the authority for the protection and management

of local forest to the communities (called Forest Users Group) have been the means of

achieving this goal. Second, People were alienated from forestry due to the Private

Forest nationalization of 1957 and it was realized that this could pose problems for

any conservation efforts in the country. (Chhetri, 1999)

Chhetri (1999) argues that the main objectives of the Community Forestry in Nepal as

provided in the policy and legislative documents are : to provide forest products to the

local users to meet  their subsistence requirements of firewood, fodder, leaf-litter and

some timber; and conservation of forest resources through peoples' participation.

Earlier statutes have been specifically harmful to the development and conservation of

the Nepalese forests. Their main shortcomings stem from their indifference to, or

failure to address, the needs and aspirations of the people who continued to depend on

forest products for their very subsistence. Community forestry started in one Village

Panchayat in Sindhupalchowk district with the naming of a forest committee by the
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District Forest Officer (DFO). The forest committee, having been nominated by the

DFO was given authority to decide on the use of forest allotments, which were

protected or newly planted by its members. Community forestry was initiated by the

villagers supported with the DFO’s modest budget, plus small amount of foreign

assistance in the form of training and establishment of the nurseries (MPFS, 1988).

2.4 Policy and Regulation related to Community Forestry

2.4.1 Forest Act 1993

Forest Act 1993 evidences a marked shift towards democratizing the regulation of

forests. It has repealed conventional forestry laws and paved way for liberalizing

forestry initiatives in the Kingdom. Among 13 chapters, Chapter 5 (sections 25-30)

and    Chapter 9 (sections 41-45) of the Act furnish provisions relating to community

forestry processes (HMG/N, 1993).

Under the Act, the District Forest Officers may validate FUGs constituted for being

desirous to collectively develop and manage specified forests and utilize products

thereof. The Act authorizes the District Forest Officer to hand over portions of

national forests so that communities may conserve and manage the forests and adopt

independent distribution mechanisms for forest products. Community forest OP forms

the basis of such handover and communities may make timely amendments in such

plans. It has provisions of penalizing user-group officials or invalidating user-groups

and taking back community forests that fail to comply with groups' constitution and

OP. The user-groups themselves can penalize their members contravening their codes.

The Act also establishes precedence of community forestry over leasing.

The Act is considered the most conducive legal arrangement for the development and

promotion of community forestry in the history of Nepal, and in other nations of the

globe at present. Community forestry as envisioned in Nepal is perhaps one of the

most innovative and truly community-oriented programs in the world (Knisely, 1993).

2.4.2 Forest Regulations and Other Statutory Provisions

Forest Regulations 1995 is the procedural law that enables materializing the Forest

Act and relevant policies on community forestry. Chapter 4 of the Regulations

stipulates procedures and provisions concerning community forestry.
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The provisions and procedures laid out in the rules impart increased autonomy of

forest user-groups that are real actors of community forestry, and promote a

changeover of governmental role from policing to facilitation.

Similarly the Department of Forests (DOF) has prepared community forestry

directives The directives further simplify matters of determining community forests,

formation of users-groups, and handing over of community forests. It further clarifies

on registering of users-group, preparation of OPs, establishment of industries,

transportation of forest products and withdrawal of community forests and so forth.

The Community and Private Forestry Division under the DoF has prepared

Operational Guidelines for the community forestry development program. The

guidelines specify the process for planning community forestry. Some other statutory

provisions that effect community forestry processes include: Cabinet or Ministerial

level decisions, and Departmental circulars.

2.5 People’s Participation in Approach in Development and forest resources.

People’s participation is an important decisive factor in any development effort.

Forest resources have an obvious importance on the economic life of the people living

in, around or adjacent to them. T R Pandey ( 1999 ) argues that  the daily life of  rural

households of Nepal  who do farming  has a close relation with the forest resources.

The basic needs of firewood, fodder, animal bedding materials and timbers to support

their subsistence requirements is taken from the forest. Jackson and Ingles (1994)

argue that CFUGs are motivated to accept the responsibility for forest management

because users have a vested interest in the fate of their local forests. This argument is

particularly relevant when products from community forests have value in the market,

because FUGs have an incentive to ensure that forests are properly managed in order

that they can continue to obtain benefits from the sale of products. This argument is

unique not only to community forestry but also to other participatory natural resource

activities. E.g, Jackson & Ingles. (1994) argues: “…people will act to conserve

valuable biological resources in situations where they are organized to take action,

have a measure of control over the resource base, have sufficient information and

knowledge, and believe that their well-being is dependent on sound, long-term

resource management.”

Dr. Chhetri (1999) argues that People's participation in actual field practice are

believed to be in the community forestry and Conservation and Development
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activities which have gained very high level of popularity in Nepal. In many areas of

Nepal, where community forestry has been successful, there has been a decrease in

the rate of forest degradation and increase in the quality of natural forests, through

plantation establishment on marginal lands and improved management of natural

forests. Much of the improvement in forest condition, increased vegetation and

species diversity can be attributed directly to forest user-group protection and

management practices (Blockhus, et al., 1995). Pandey (1999) argues that the quality

of the forest resources has been improved compared to its condition before its

handover to the communities.

In many Asian countries, attention is turning towards natural forest management as a

way to increase forest productivity while preserving biodiversity. Natural forest

management is a strategy for enhancing the productivity of a forest as it grows

naturally, instead of relying on artificial planting. Because these methods do not

depend on heavy doses of costly external input, they are well suited to community-

based management effort. Presently, the focus of the community forestry program in

Nepal is on natural forest rather than on establishing plantations (Shrestha, 1995).

2.6 Potential Benefits of Income Generation through Community Forestry

Recent experiences in Nepal suggest that community forestry management can yield

more subsistence needs and FUGs can generate income from a variety of sources,

including the sale of forest products, fees, fines and donations (Yadav, 2004). The

income generated from community forests can, and does, play an important role in

providing local employment and in developing local markets (Malla, 1993; Jackson

and Ingles, 1994). In one study, Jackson and Ingles (1994) estimated that the 2,000

potential FUGs in one hill district could generate Rs. 19,000,000 (US$ 352,000) each

year, or      9.5 times the current budget provided to the local government agencies in

the district. They further suggest that the capacity for income generation will expand

exponentially as the number of forests handed over to FUGs increases and the

condition of new and regenerating forests improves.

The group fund generated from the sale of forest products, levies, and outside grants

are the financial capital through the community forestry. The average FUG fund size

of about NRs. 8,000 in 1996 has risen to NRs. 13,000. It is reported that there is a

balance of about NRs. 100 million among 12,000 FUGs in the country (CFD, 2002).
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This amount is almost equivalent to the government's annual forestry development

budget allocated to all districts (Pokharel and Nurse, 2004).

Timber and timber products are not the only products available in community

plantations. In a study, Jackson et al. (1994) estimated that an area of 130 ha. of well

managed pine plantations in the Nepal Australia Community Forestry Project

(NACFP) area could potentially generate an annual operating surplus of almost Rs. 1

million (US$ 18,520) from the sale of surplus timber. Maharjan et al. 2004 in a study

of Koshi hills of Nepal observed receiving employment opportunity from resin

tapping from the pine trees of the community forests. He also noted that before the

forest users engaged in resin tapping, their main occupation was making charcoal and

selling it to the local market, but when they were employed in resin tapping work each

user made an income of US $ 100 to 120 in one tapping season.

2.7 Sustainable Livelihood Approaches

Sustainable livelihood is widely used in contemporary writings of the poverty and

rural development. The welfare definition of livelihood has recently been broadened

to recognize the importance of access to assets. Poverty is defined as insufficient

assets (natural, physical, financial, human, and social) or lack of an appropriate mix of

assets, to be able to generate or sustain an adequate and sustainable level of

livelihood. Livelihood defined in this connection as comprising the capabilities, assets

and activities required for a means of living and sustainable when it can cope with and

recover from stresses and shocks and maintain or enhance its capabilities both now

and in the future. Sustainable livelihood is a way of thinking about the objectives,

scope and priorities for development with the ultimate aim of poverty elimination

(DFID, 2001).

The development of sustainable livelihoods has become the central theme in the quest for the

alleviation of poverty. The historical emphasis on the efficient utilization of natural resources

has been superseded by a more holistic approach to focus on all livelihood assets and to

identify the best entry points to promote change. There are several tools for understanding the

poverty and sustainable livelihoods as widely used in present context. Such as;

DFID’s Sustainable Livelihood (SL) Framework

UNDP’s Sustainable Livelihood (SL) Framework
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CARE’s Livelihood Model

Oxfam’s Sustainable Livelihood (SL) Analysis

Out of these tools, the DFID’s SL framework is used as conceptual framework for

overall research work because DFID approach has emphasized the natural resources

as key component of livelihood in the rural community. It is a holistic approach that

tries to capture, and provide a means of understanding the vital causes and dimensions

of poverty without collapsing the focus onto just a few factors. The conceptual

framework (Fig 2.1) shows number of basic elements of the livelihood in the

Community Forestry. The livelihood framework is a tool to improve our

understanding of livelihoods, particularly the livelihoods of the poor. The framework

presents the main factors that affect people's livelihoods, and typical relationships

between them. It can be used in both planning new development activities and

assessing the contribution to livelihood sustainability made by existing activities

(DFID, 2001).

Figure 2.1: Sustainable livelihood/ conceptual framework adopted from DFID,

2001
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2. 8 Rural Livelihood enhancement through Community Forestry

Jackson and Ingles (1994) observed that effective participation of local people is

essential for making community development work. Community Forestry encourages

the participation of local people in decision-making by:

Providing local control over forest management;

Encouraging local participation in defining needs and setting priorities for

development;

Encouraging local participation in implementing solutions;

Providing a direct a local source of funds for community development; and

Strengthening local links between development and forest conservation.

FUGs carry out many community development activities on their own. Construction

of village trails, small bridges, community building, schools, drinking water, and

temples are the examples of community infrastructure supported by CFUGs.

Evidences show that a large amount of FUG fund is being spent on various

community development activities. For example, analysis of data of NSCFP (2003)

indicated that FUGs had spent 39 percent of their FUG fund for community

development activities, mainly on construction (21%), education (8%), health (6%),

and other (4%) (Pokharel and Nurse, 2004).

The present forest policy, rules and regulations provide the legal rights of the rural

people to manage the community forest for their priority needs. The surplus income of

user groups could be used for development activities other than forestry. FUG can

also raise funds from different sources as indicated in the Act. It is also empowered to

acquire use, sell, transfer, or otherwise dispose of mobile or immovable property (Act

93 section 43, clause 3).

Although the basic objective of the community forestry programme is to fulfill the

subsistence of forest product to the local people, the new policy allows FUGs to

cultivate NTFPs, and any other perennial cash crops as well as the commercialization

of community forest products and their processing (ODAs review of PFM, 1996). The

initial aim of community and private forestry was to develop and manage forest

resources through the active participation of individual people and communities to

meet their basic needs (MPFS 1988). If both forest policy statements are compared, it
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is clearly shown that community forestry objectives are shifting from basic needs to

perceived needs of users.

Community forestry cannot be successful unless it addresses the root issues (social,

political and economical in equalities of an area). For this reason, community forestry

must be understood as a process of equitable distribution of resource ownership,

management and access. Seeing the condition of the forest related to its true cause

reveals that effective community forestry is a part of the large process of community

development and change. Community forestry is not an end in itself but a tool with

which a community can shape and control its resources for future use.

Liz Wily argues that community forestry is playing the role of an agent of social

change in many ways. The ‘success’ of the institution in the form of the FUG is more

than socially inclusive forest management. It involves how the organization is already

commonly used as a steeping stone to other self determined and self reliant

developments, clean drinking water, resting place, path reconstruction, school

building and donation for the sick (poor) people or provision of seed money for

income generation.
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CHAPTER III

Research Method

This chapter describes the rational of selection of study area, research design, universe

of the study, nature and source of data and techniques of data collection.

3.1. Rational of Selection of the Study Area

The Dang district, situated in the mid-western development region of the country, was

selected for this study. This district is one of the pioneer Terai districts for community

forestry initiatives. This district holds the larger number of CFUG in Terai. Many

donor-funded projects have been implemented in this district for last 20 years. Other

cause of selecting this district for research is the familiarity of the researcher with this

district being development worker. The diversity of forest resources and also in social

dynamics motivates the researcher for doing research in this district.

Among total of 437, only Mayalu CFUG was selected purposively so that the

intensive study has been possible.

3.2 Research Design

Research design provides a way to reach research objectives.  It describes the general

framework for collecting, analyzing and evaluating data after identifying: (i) what the

researcher wants to know and (ii) what has to be dealt with in order to obtain required

information (Wolff and Pant, 2000:74).  This study has used the descriptive research

design.

3.3. Universe of the study

Universe of the study comprised all the user households of Mayalu CFUG. All the

households were selected as the units of the study.

3.4 Nature and Source of Data Collection

Both qualitative and quantitative data were used in the research. Data were collected

from both primary and secondary sources. Different PRA tools were used for the

collection of primary data. Secondary data was collected from different published and

unpublished documents of District Forest Office, LFP, CFUG and other relevant
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NGOs Office and other published and unpublished relevant literature related to

community forestry and livelihood linkage.

3.5. Techniques of Data Collection

Both, quantitative and qualitative data were collected using various methods such as

focused group discussion, household survey and key informants interview. The

techniques for the collection of data of the study were as follows.

3.5.1 Focused Group Discussion

Focused Group Discussion was carried out to identify the activities intervened due to

the community forestry targeted to poor and deprived community.  Distribution

pattern of benefit from community forestry identified by group discussion so that

study have analyzed the contribution of community forestry to the rural livelihoods.

Besides, the public opinion regarding the community forestry and its direct support to

their livelihoods also identified by the group discussion.  The total households of

study were divided in two groups.  The support of local resource persons was taken

for conduction of FGD. The checklists were used for the discussion.

3.5.2 Household Survey

The total of 34 households was surveyed for data collection. Detail survey form was

used for household survey. One data collector was hired for door to door household

survey. Detail information about the benefit to different level of users from

community forestry and livelihoods assets and their access to local people, situation

of employment generation activities and its distribution and opportunity of social

empowerment activities and its distribution pattern was identified by the household

survey.

3.5.3. Interview

Key informants interview was carried out to understand the role of community

forestry in livelihoods of study area. DFO, Assigned Ranger, CFUG chairman,

women representative from executive committee, A dalit households involved in IGA

supported by CFUG were selected for the interview.   Contribution of CFUG fund to

the different level activities such as infrastructure development, pro poor income

generating activities, education etc. were identified from the key informants.
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3.5.4. Study of Operational Plan of CFUG

For the purpose of the study of forest condition analysis, the inventory report in the

approved operational plan was the base. The inventory report was analyzed to predict

the supply situation of the CFUGs as Natural assets.

3.6. Data Presentation and Analysis

Socio-economic data were both qualitative and quantitative in characters. The

quantitative data were analyzed by using descriptive statistical tools i.e. percentage,

mean, slandered deviation and presentation is displayed through table, graphs, chart

etc. In the same way qualitative data have been presented in descriptive way. The

necessary summarization and conclusion are undertaken after analyzing the

information.

3.7. Limitation of the Study

This study especially covered a community forest in Dang from where the people are

getting forest resources. The findings and recommended strategies can be applicable

within the district as well as to some other parts of the country, but cannot serve as a

basis for making a generalization of the true situation of CFUGs in the entire country.

 This study covers only a community forest out of 437 community forest in the

district. The study may not represent entire community forests.

 Due to lack of base line information the information about the situation before

the community forest intervention are basically based on the memory of the

respondents.
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CHAPTER IV

Physical Setting of Study Area

4.1 Dang District

Dang district is situated in mid -western development region which is more developed

in the trade and industrial sector and more fertile land among the five districts of

Rapti zone of Nepal.  It is made up of by two big valleys, Dang and Deukhari. Within

the two valleys, there are other small valleys, such as Tui Dang.

Dang district lies between 27037' to 28.2 latitude and 8202' to 82.54 longitudes.  It is

300 km away from Kathmandu valley. The elevation ranges from 213m to 2058m

above mean sea level. The climate of Dang district varies from sub-tropical to tropical

temperature and also there is mild and cool temperature in the hilly area.  The district

receives an average rainfall of 1254mm. It has two municipalities and 39 VDCs, 5

parliamentary representative election sectors, 13 DDC units.  The   district

headquarters is Ghorahi.  The total population of the district is 4,62,380 of which

2,28,958 (  49.51%) are male and 2,33,422 (50.49%)are female. Population density is

56.47 persons per sq. km (CBS 2001). The number of household in the district is

82495 and average household size is 5.60 members per household. The literacy rate of

this district is 59.9 percent. The female literacy rate is 49.4 percent whereas the male

literacy rate is 70.5 percent. The occupation is agriculture that plays the important role

for the livelihood of the peoples of this district.  Main castes of this district include

Brahmin, Chhetri, Kami (Blacksmith), Sunar (Goldsmith), Damai (Tailor) and Sarki

(Cobbler).  Among ethnic groups, dominant ethnic groups are Tharu, Magar and

Raute.

According to the ICIMOD publication, District of Nepal: Indicators of Development

1997 Dang district ranks 30th among the country's 75 district on development scale.

About 64.7% area of the district is covered by forest with increasing rate of 0.16%

annually (DoF, 2005). Out of the total 194262 ha of forest and degraded forest area,

89721.5 ha is handed over as community forest. Altogether 437 no of community

forest are functioning in the district (DFO, 2010). The district covers three types of

climatic condition. Northern part of district lies in Mahabharat range, middle part

covers dun valley and siwalik range and lower part is covered by Deukhuri valley.

Due to this variation in climatic and landscape, Dang district is rich in both floral and
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faunal diversity. In the lower part, Sal (Shorea robusta ) is dominant species where as

in the upper part pine becomes common. Acacia catechu, Terminalia tomentosa,

Dalbergia sissoo, are other major species found in the forest of Dang district.

4.2 The Social Characteristics of Mayalu CFUG

Mayalu community forest lays in the ward no 11 of Tulsipur Municipality. The forest

is plantation forest. Total area of the forest is only 16 ha. It was established in 2056

when the users planted different species like Sisoo, Khair and Epil-epil in the

streambed near the village. Different types of grass are now sufficiently grown near

the streamside. Kurilo Plantation is held in about 15 Kattha of Land in this CF.

4.2.1. Population

34 households are covered by selected CFUG and total benefited populations are 279

of which 143 are female. Mayalu CF is a community forest managed by homogeneous

group. All users are from indigenous tharu community.

FUG has divided the total households into four groups on the basis of wellbeing. The

major basis for wellbeing is land holding. According the record of FUG the basis of

wellbeing is presented as follow.

 Rich : The households holding more than 1 hector land

 Medium : The households holding more than 0.25 hector to 1 hector

land

 Poor : The Households holding less than 0.25 hector land

 Very Poor : The households holding no land.

Table 4.1: The detail wellbeing status of CFUG households is presented as follow.

Total hhs Rich Medium Poor Very Poor

34 4 ( 11.7% ) 5(14.7%) 17 (50%) 8 (23.5%)

Source: field data, 2011
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4.2.2. Economy

The major source of economy of the users of the selected CFUG is the agriculture and

livestock farming. Out of the 34 users, major source of economy of 26 households

was agriculture. For the additional income, eight users of the CFUG has been

involved in NTFP farming ( Kurilo Farming ) with the support of CFUG fund.  10

Youths from the CFUG coverage area have been in abroad for employment. 3 of the

total population are teacher of Local Primary School.

4.2.3. Education

Majority of the population are illiterate. Out of the total population 21 have passed the

SLC. Among them 9 are female. The total users are aware on the importance of

education and sending their children to school. The detail of the status of literacy is

presented in table as follow.

Table 4.2: Detail status of literacy of selected hhs.

# of Illiterate hhs # of Literate hhs # of total population # of total

hhs

Male Female Male Female Male Female

45 112 91 31 136 143 279

Source: field data, 2011

4.2.4. Resources

The beginning when the forest was handover to users, there were no sufficient

resource. After two years of plantation, conservation and grazing control, grass cover

developed and now necessary expenses are collecting through the sales of thatch

grass. The users of this CF are protecting the forest on rotational watching system

(Palo Pahara System).  People are getting sufficient grass, timber and firewood from

the forest. Energy requirement is being fulfilled by agricultural residue and dung cake.

Eight poor farmers have been involved in Kurilo cultivation for last two years.
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Fig. 4.1: Map of the Study Area

.

Mayalu CFUG
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CHAPTER V

Result and Discussion

This chapter discusses of resources of the study CFUG and analysis of various

livelihoods opportunities and their access to different level of users.

5.1. Resources owned by community users groups.

Study has identified that community forest user group have different natural and other

resources which are presented as follow.

5.1.1. Natural Resources

Mayalu Commuity Forest Users Group is benefiting from different natural resources

available in their forest such as timber, firewood, grass and other non timber forest

products. Users are getting timber from their forest for building house. Groups

provide the timber in low rate to its user. User is getting timber at the rate of Rs 400

per q/fit. Firewood as fuel for cooking is used by users which are available in forest.

Grass is also available in the forest which is contributing to the livestock bearing by

users. The resources like timber and grass are also sold by the groups to non user

households in high rate which is the main source of income of FUG.

5.1.2. Human Resources

Mayalu CFUG has skilled human resources. CFUG has developed different skilled

local resource persons in the sector of forest management, NTFP farming, livestock

bearing, vegetable farming, bamboo furniture etc. Details of Local Resource Persons

are presented as follow.

Table 5.1: Details of LRPs developed by FUG

SN No of LRPs Sector Female LRPs
1 2 Vegetable Farming 1
2 2 Vatenary 0
3 3 Bamboo Furniture 1
4 8 NTFP ( Kurilo farming ) 4
5 3 Nursery Management 2
Total 18 8

Source: field data, 2011
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Users are getting technical support from LRPs in their required sector. LRPs are also

earning money providing technical support to local communities. LRPs some time

goes neighboring village to work.

5.2. Livelihoods opportunities and their access to different level of users

This study has identified that Mayalu CFUG has created different livelihoods

opportunities such as self employment, Permanent and temporary employment etc.

Group has established a IGA revolving fund targeted to poor households. Users get

money from revolving fund as loan in low rate of interest (6 percent) for running IGA

such as vegetable farming, Fishery, NTFP farming, Small Enterprise running etc.

FUG has supported to the skill development training, Exposures, Loan for foreign

employment etc. Some major interventions of CFUG have been given as follows.

5.2.1. NTFP Cultivation & Processing

CFUG has allocated the open area of forest land for the NTFP cultivation. 2 hectors

land has been allocated to the eight poor household of the group. They have cultivated

KURRLO in the allocated land. It has been alternate employment to the poor users in

the leisure time of their agricultural work. CFUG has provided the users with 7 days

Kurilo farming. A case about the KURILO Farming has been presented as follow.
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5.2.2. IGA Revolving Fund Management

The study has identified that the Mayalu CFUG has established a Pro-poor IGA

revolving fund. The fund has been focused for IGA support to the poor user

households. Rs 50 thousand had been allocated for revolving fund. It's been 4 years

the group is running RV. Now the fund has been increased to Rs 62 thousands. Group

provides loan for IGA with low rate of interest (six percent) for not exceeding one

year duration. Total of 20 households has been benefited from the revolving fund.

The benefited households are running different IGA such as vegetable farming, Goat

Keeping, small grocery Shop etc which are given below.

Case Study 1: Case of NTFP Cultivation

Mayalu CFUG has allocated about 1 ha of land for NTFP cultivation. In First year, four

household were involved in the program. Next year other four households were motivated

for NTFP cultivation. Altogether, 8 poor households were involved in the program. All

were from Tharu community. CFUG has allocated about 4 Katthas of land for each

household. They have cultivated Kurilo. The seed was provided from the LFP and

technical support was provided from district forest office. Averages of 800 plants were

planted in each households plot. This year, the first lot has been harvested with an average

of 1 kg crude tuber per plant. About 1600 kg crude tuber extracted from single persons

plot. 15 to 20 % dry matter could be found from the crude tuber. Each household will be

able to sale at least 300 kg of Kurilo. The market price of Kurilo is 200-250/kg . By this

figure it is expected that, every household can earn minimum of Rs. 60,000 to 80,000 from

the investment of total 25 days during the time of cultivation ( 1st Year) and average of 30

days in the time of harvesting and processing (2nd Year). Total of 55 days labor can fetch

Rs.80, 000 in two years. This practice may become excellent toll for income generation if

expanded in other CF as well. Now CFUG has planned to support the Kurilo farmig to

other users of the groups.
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Table 5.2: Details of IGA activities run with revolving fund.

SN Name of IGA No of HHs

benefited

Percentage out

of total

Remarks

1 Vegetable Farming 6 30 Out of total

Benefited HHs2 Goat keeping 3 15

3 Small grocery shop 3 15

4 Kurilo farming 8 40

Total 20 58.8 Out of total

HHs ( 34 )

Source: field data, 2011

The study has identified that the Benefited households are earning good money from

IGA. The details of income of IGA of fiscal year 2066/67 is presented as follow

Table 5.3: Details of income of IGA of fiscal year 2066/67

SN Name of IGA Income per HHs in Rs

1 Vegetable Farming 37000.00

2 Goat keeping 43000.00

3 Small grocery shop 61000.00

4 Kurilo farming 40000.00

Total 181000.00

Source: field data, 2011

5.2.3. Skill Development Training

Mayalu CFUG has supported users for skill development training. Various skill

development training has provided to users such as Veg farming training, nursery

management training, vetenary training, bamboo furniture production training etc.

The support of skill development training has contributed to the promotion of self

employment among the users. Total of 23 users have got skill development training

with support of CFUG.  The beneficiaries of training are making good money with

their skill. Some of them have established their own business and other are working as
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technician in local and adjoin VDCs. The details of the beneficiaries and their annual

income of the year 2066/67 have been presented below.

Table 5.4: Details of beneficiaries of skill development training

SN Name of Training No of total
beneficiaries

# of
female
ben.

Percentage
total
beneficiaries
out of total
ben.

Remarks

1 Veg farming 11 6 47 Out of total
beneficiaries2 Vetenary 3 1 13

3 Nursery
Management

2 1 8.6

4 Bamboo furniture
Production

7 3 30.4

5 Total 23 11 67.6 Out of Total
Users

Source: field data, 2011

5.2.4. Awareness Program

The selected CFUG has often provides opportunities to users to participant in

different awareness program.  Only 31% users hhs have participated in awareness

program. The major awareness program participated by the users were study tour,

seminars/ workshop, leadership training, co-operative trainings and others.

5.2.4.1 Type of Awareness program

The major awareness programs which the users participated were study tour and

forest management training. Majority (35%) hhs participated in study tour followed

by forest management training. 11% hhs were participated in seminar and workshop.

Only 6% users had taken leadership and accounting training.

Figure 5.1: Type of Awareness Program

35%

11%2%6%
31%

6% 9%
Study Tour
Seminars
Leadership
Accounting
Forest management
Cooperative
Others
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5.2.5 Permanent Employment

The employee might be changed; some types of employments were permanent type.

Forest watcher and office bearer were permanent type of employment. In the study

area, there were 3 permanent employees for year round. Out of them 1 was forest

watcher and rests were office bearer.

5.2.6 Temporary Employment

Users were getting employment from CF. Employment were temporary and daily

wages types but the amount was remarkable. Employment related data were presented

as follows;

Table 5.5: Details of Temporary Employment in FY 2066/67

CFUG Work Day Rate Total Wage

Mayalu 364 100/day 36400

Source: field data, 2011

5.2.7 Forest Products Sale outside of the CFUG

The study has identified the CFUG sells the surplus timber to outside the FUG users

group. The Mayalu CFUG has sold total of 200 Cft. outside the FUG in the year of

2066/67.  The earning from timber is deposited in bank as FUG fund.
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CHAPTER VI

Summary and Conclusion

6.1 Summary

Community forestry practices in Nepal has been celebrated its 32 th anniversary. In the

beginning, this practice had the priority of basic need fulfillment of the users but now

community forestry practices not only limited in providing forestry products to the

users but also supporting rural development in broader sense. Employment

opportunity can support sustainable livelihood of the poor by coping the stress in the

time of leisure from agricultural work by providing extra income to the household

level. This study has emphasized the aim of finding out the impact of community

forestry in livelihoods enhancement users group particularly in dang district. To

achieve the above general objective, some specific objectives as to analyze various

livelihood capitals and their access to people, to find out the community forestry

contribution in rural livelihoods enhancement and lastly to find out the employment

opportunity generated by community forest management were set for the study.

This study was carried out in Mayalu CFUG of dang district. Focus group discussion,

face-to face household survey, formal as well as informal discussion with DFO and

other concern agencies and study of relevant literature including the operational plan

of the selected CFUG were the basic methods adopted together the information. All

qualitative as well as quantitative information were analyzed using the computer MS-

Excel.

All together 34 households were surveyed during the field study. Out of them, 23.5%

had very poor well-being status; 50 % had poor, 14.7 % had medium well-being

status. Only 11.7 % respondents were from rich well-being status. All the respondents

were homogeneous in composition.

Agriculture was the major occupation of the respondents, 76 % respondents had

agricultural occupation

FUG has supported poor users for IGA activities. 20 poor households are running

different IGA such as vegetable farming, goat keeping, bamboo furniture production

etc. NTFP farming (Kurilo farming ) has been running in open land of forest through

poor households. 2 hector of land has been allocated by the FUG for cultivating
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Kurilo. 8 poor households have been benefited by NTPF farming. 23 users have got

the different skill development training such as vegetable farming, bamboo furniture

production, vetenary etc. The skill development training has contributed to the

promotion of self employment among users. FUG has created permanent and

temporary job to the users. 3 persons have benefited by permanent employment

among them 1 is watch man and rest of them are office staff.

This study has highlighted the potentiality of future employment generation through

intensive management of productive forest and NTFP promotion in CF through short

term lease to the poor users.

6.2 Conclusion

 The CFUG has generated different natural (timber, firewood, grass, NTFP) and

human resources (skilled LRPs in different sector) which has directly supported to

the livelihoods of users.

 Poor and medium level users have been directly benefited by the IGA revolving

fund established by the CFUG.

 Skill development training provided by CFUG to users has contributed to the

promotion of self employment in local level.

 Different awareness program run by FUG has empowered the users which has

contributed to the social, economical and human empowerment of users.

I have come in conclusion that CF has contributed positively in livelihood

enhancement of user groups.
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ANNEX 1: Checklists for observations, group discussions, and

meetings

1.1. Checklist for observations

1. Observation at home and homestead

Use of timber and non-timber forest resources in the house/ household goods

Type & number of livestock (local, hybrids), rearing pattern (stall feeding,

grazing).

General observation of private trees

2. Observation on farmland

Private trees on farm land

3. Observation on community forests (if any related activities are going on and forest

condition)

Forest development works (plantation, protection etc)

Harvesting and utilization of timber forage

Protection system (watcher, fencing/ trench)

Forest condition (coverage, regeneration trends)

Grazing pressure

4. Observation on meeting/ assembly

Participation of (poor & women) in community forestry activities

Information sharing process

Decision making process

Minute/ record keeping process
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1.2. Checklist for group discussions

Participants: Focused to poor (one women and another men & women mixed

groups)

Group size: 7- 13 participants, a facilitator and a reporter

Time frame: 2-3 hours.

Methods: PRA tools like informal discussion, resource mapping, trend line

Materials: Locally available materials, flip charts, marker and tape recorder (if

possible)

S.N. Objectives Methods

1. Identify access and control of forest resource before

and after CF system

Group discussion

2. Identify income and employment opportunity in

forestry work before and now

Group discussion

3. Asses decision making and benefit sharing system in

CFUG

Group discussion

4. Identify major strengths/ weakness and their

consequences of the community forestry program

Group discussion

5. Identify changes in livelihood assets Group discussion

6. Observation of infrastructure construction and

consequences (trench, canals, village road etc)

Group discussion

1.3 Checklist for Community Forestry User Committee Office Records

1. Records of the involvement of human resources in different forest management and

development work.

2. Fund expenses (2067/8)

3. Direct Employment

4. If available, records of partial or full employee

5. Involvement employment and/or self employment after training
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ANNEX-2: Questionnaires Format for HH Survey

3/w'/L ;a]{If0f kmf/d
d]/f] gfd ltns k|;fb ;fksf]6f xf] . d lqe'ag laZjlaBfno ;dfhzf:q ;+sfodf :gftsf]Q/ txdf cWog/t 5' .
d}n] cfˆgf] cWoogsf] s|ddf of] 3/w'/L ;j]{If0f u/L/x]sf] 5' . o; ;a]{If0fsf] p4]Zo ;fd'bfoLs jg af6 u|fld0f
lasf;df ePsf] of]ubfg ;DalGw lgZsif{ lgsfNg' /x]sf] 5 . ;a} hfgsf/Lx? cToGt uf]Ko / a]gfdL t/Lsfn]
laZn]if0f u/Lg]5g\ . s'g} hfgsf/Lx? klg cWoog k|of]hg afx]s cGo sfo{df k|of]u gu/Lg] / s'g} t]>f] AolQmnfO{
pknAw u/fO{g] 5}g . hfgsf/Lx? s]jn cg';Gwfg l/kf]6{ tof/ ug{ dfq k|of]u u/Lg] 5g\ . To;sf/0f tkfO{x?nfO{
cfˆgf] larf/ v'n:t / lg:kIf 9+un] AoQm u/L d]/f] cWoognfO{ jf:tljs / ;To tYo agfO{ lbg'x'g cg'/f]w ub{5' .

pkef]Qmf ;d'x :t/Ls/0f >]0fLM

pQ/bftfsf] gfd  M ln+uM k'= . d= pd]/M
pQ/bftfsf] k]zfM
z}lIfs of]UotfM s_ lg/If/ v_ ;fIf/ u_ P;= Pn= l;= 3_ pRr lzIff
k/Ljf/ ;+VofM

!= tkfO{sf] .k/Ljf/sf] :jfdLTjdf /x]sf] hDdf hUuf pNn]v ug{‘'xf]; -laufxfdf_
==================================================================================================

@=tkfO{sf] 3/df 3/ kfn'jf hgfj/x? 5g jf 5}gg\ <  5g . 5}gg\
5g eg], r/0f k|s[of s:tf] 5

3/ kfn'jf hgfj/
;fd'bfoLs jg x:tfGt/0f eGbf cuf8L @)^@÷@)^#
3/d} afFw]/ /fVg] r/fpg n}hfg] 3/d} afFw]/ /fVg] r/fpg n}hfg]

e}+l;
ufO{ uf]?
e]8f afv|f

#= s] tkfO{;+u j}slNks pmhf{ >f]t 5 < olb 5 eg] slxn] / s:sf] ;xof]udf ;'?ug{' ePsf] xf] <

5 5}g lsl;d
;xof]uL ;+:yf
;fd'bfoLs jg cGo cfˆg} >f]t

;f}o{ phf{
uf]j/ UofF;
ljw't
dl§t]n :6f]e
cfw'lgs r'Nxf]
cGo
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$= tkfO{sf] k/Ljf/sf ;bZox? s'g} hfu/0f sfo{s|ddf ;xefuL ePsf 5g\ <
s_ 5g v_ 5}gg\

5g eg],

sfo{s|d
;xefuL cfof]hs
k'?if dlxnf ;fd'bfoLs jg cGo

z}lIfs e|d0f
sfo{zfnf uf]li7
g]t[Tj ljsfz
n]vf tflnd
jg Joj:yfkg
;xsf/L Joj:yfkg
cGo

%= ;fd'bfoLs jg af6 s'g} cfod'ns tflnd / /f]huf/Lsf cj;/ kfPsf] eP, s[kof v'n:t x'g'xf]; .

sfo{s|d
tflnd k5L cfof]hs
/f]huf/ Aoj;fo ;fd'bfoLs jg cGo

kz' kfng
:jf:Yo pkrf/
s'v'/f kfng
s[lif
g;{/L Joj:yfkg
dfx'/L kfng
cGo

^= s] tkfFO{ tnsf ;fdflhs sfo{df ;+nUg x'g' ePsf] 5 <

sfo{sf] ljj/0f dfgljo >d ->d lbg_
5 5}g ;/;kmfO{

af6f] lgdf{0f
af6f] dd{t
:s"n lgdf{0f
:s"n dd{t
vf8n lgdf{0f
vf8n dd{t
drfg lgdf{0f
drfg dd{t
r]tgfd'ns sfo{zfnf
cGo

&= tkfFO{ / tkfFO{sf k/Ljf/sf ;bZox?sf] b]xfosf ;'lawfdf slQsf] kx'Fr 5 <

;'lawf
@)%* @)^#
nfUg] ;do nfUg] ;do

vfg] kfgL
:s"n
:jf:Yo
l;+rfO{
kz' :jf:Yo
ljB't
a}+s
df]]6/ jf6f]
cGo
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*= tkfFO{ jf tkfFO{sf k/Ljf/sf ;bZox? cfo cfh{gsf] sfo{ jf s'g} n3' pBd sfo{ df ;+nUg x'g'x'G5 <
s_ 5 v_ 5}g

olb 5 eg], s[kof k|d'v sfo{x? elglbg' x'G5 ls < s_ v_ u_

(= s] tkfFO{nfO{ ;fd'bfoLs jg pkef]Qmf ;d'x af/] yfxf 5 < s_ 5 v_ 5}g

!)= tkfFO{ jf tkfFO{sf 3/sf ;bZox? ;f j df s:tf] k|sf/sf] ;bZo x'g' x'G5 <
s_ sfo{sf/L0fL ;b:o v_ ;fwf/0f ;b:o

!!= tkfFO{ a}7sdf hfg'x'G5 < s_ hfG5' v_ hfb}g
olb hfg'x'G5 eg], stL k6s
s_ ;w}+ v_ k|foM u_ k6s, k6s 3_ slxn] sfFlx dfq hfG5'

!@= tkfFO{ a}7sdf s:tf] e"ldsf lgefpg' x'G5 <
s_ s[oflzn v_ lg:s[o u_ s]jn pk:yLt x'g] / s'g} x:tIf]k gug]{

!#= tkfFO{n] tnsf dWo] s'g s'g sfo{df ;d'xn] lg0f{o ubf{ cfˆgf] e"ldsf lgjf{x ug{' x'G5 <
s_ jg k}bfjf/ lals| ljt/0f v_ ;d'xsf] sf]if k/Lrfng u_ ;fdflhs sfo{df
3_ cGo -s[kof v'nfpg' xf];_

!$= tkfFO{  cfˆgf ;ldtLsf ;bZosf] af/]df s] ;f]Rg'x'G5 <
s_ O{dfGbf/ 5g\ v_ ;+sf:kb 5g\ u_ l7s} 5g\ 3_ O{:of{n' 5g\
ª_ t6:y 5g

!%= tkfFO{nfO{ cfˆgf] ;d'xsf] lgod sfg'gsf] af/]df hfgsf/L 5 < s_ 5         v_ 5}g

!^= tkfO{sf] ;d'xn] agfPsf] lgod sfg"g k|lt tkfFO stL ;Gt'i6 x'g' x'G5 <
s_ k"0f{ ;Gt'i6 v_ ;Gt'i6 u_ t6iy 3_ ;Gt'i6 5}g ª_ Psbd}

;+t'i6 5}g

!&= tkfFO{sf] ;d'xn] ljwfg tyf sfo{ of]hgf tof/ ubf{ tkfFO{ ;+u 5nkmn u/]sf] lyof] <
s_ lyof] v_ lyPg

!*= tkfFO{sf] ;fd'bfoLs jg x:tfGt/0f x'g' eGbf klxnf s'g cj:yfdf lyof] <
s_ ;fx|} /fd|f] v_ /fd|f] u_ v/fj 3_ w]/} v/fj

!(= tkfFO{sf] ;fd'bfoLs jg x:tfGt/0f eP kl5 s'g cj:yfdf k/Ljt{g e} /x]sf] 5  <
s_  w]/} ;'wf/fTds v_ ;'wf/fTds u_ s'g} k/Ljt{g 5}g 3_ v/fj
ª_ w]/} v/fj

@)= ut jif{df tkfFO{ jf tkfFO{sf k/Ljf/sf ;bZo jg Aoj:yfkg sfo{df ;+nUg x'g' ePsf] lyof] ls lyPg\ <
s_ 5' v_ 5}g

@!= tkfO{ olb ;+nUg x'g' ePsf] eP slt k6s ;+nUg x'g' ePsf] lyof] <
s_ Ps k6s v_ b'O{ k6s u_ ltg k6s 3_ rf/ jf rf/ k6s eGbf jl9
k6s

@@= s'g k|sf/sf] jg Aoj:yfkg sfo{ tkfO{sf] ;fd'bfoLs jgdf e}/x]sf] <
s_ PSNofpg] v_ xfFuf sf6\g] u_ kTNofpg] 3_ uf]8d]n ª_ ;/;kmfO{
r_ j[Iff/f]k0f 5_ cGo -Kf|Z6 kfg{'xf];_

@#= s] tkfFO{sf] ;fd'bfoLs jgdf ;d'xsf ;bZox? hl8a'l6sf] af/]df ;r]t 5g <
s_ 5g\ v_ 5}gg\ u_ yfxf 5}g

olb 5g\ eg] s'g sfo{s|d ;+rfng u/L/x]sf 5g\ <
s_ g;{/L :yfkgf v_ hl8a'l6 v]tL u_ hl8a'l6 ;+sng 3_ cGo

@$= tkfO{sf] ;d'xdf jg k}bfjf/ ljt/0f s;/L x'G5 <

s_ ;a} nfO{ a/fa/ v_ ;dfg'kftLs u_ lnnfdL af6 3_ cfjZostf cg';f/

@%= u/Lj tyf lk58LPsf] ju{sf] nfuL ;fd'bfoLs jgaf6 jg k}bfjf/ ljt/0fdf s:tf] Aoj:yf 5 <
s_ lgMz'Ns v_ Go"g d'Nof+sgdf u_ ;dfg d'Nodf
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@^= tkfFO{sf] ljrf/df tkfFO{sf] ;d'xn] u/Lj tyf lk58LPsf] ju{sf] nfuL s'g} ljif]z of]hgf th{'df u/]sf] 5 <
s_ 5 v_ cf+lzs 5 u_ 5}g 3_ yfxf 5}g

@&= pkef]Qmf ;d'xdf dlxnfsf] larf/sf] slQsf] ;Ddfg x'G5 <
s_ ;w} x'G5 v_ k|foM x'G5 u_ slxn] sfFlx x'G5 3_ x'b}g

@*= tkfO{nfO{ cfˆgf] ;d'xsf] sf]if k|lt slQsf] rf;f] 5 <
s_ ;w} 5 v_ k|fo 5 u_ dnfO{ dtnj 5}g 3_ sfof{no ;+rfnsn] atfpg
rfxb}gg

@(=tkfO{sf] ;d'xsf] sf]ifdf ePsf] /sd af/] tkfO{nfO{ yfxf 5 <
s_ 5 v_ 5}g

#)= ;fd'bfoLs agn] cfof]hgf ug]{ ef}lts lgdf{0f / jg Aoj:yfkg sfo{df ;+nUg x'g'ePsf] 5 < S_ 5 v_
5}g

#!= olb 5 eg], s[kof s'g sfddf slt lbg sfd kfpg' eof] < atfO{lbg'xf]; .

sfo{s|d
;+nUg lbg

cfdbfgL
k'?if dlxnf

#@= ;fd'bfoLs jgsf] sfddf lbO{g] Hofnf s'g b/df 5 <

sfdsf] ls;Ld
sfdbf/ Hofnf b/
dlxnf k'?if dlxnf k'?if

WfGojfb


